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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this MAG study is to produce a Systems Management and Operations Plan that would help guide the MAG region in making strategic investments needed to expand and support: (1) essential transportation technology/ITS infrastructure components, and (2) resources essential for the efficient operation and management of critical components of the regional transportation system.  It is anticipated that this Plan will identify infrastructure needs in priority corridors and  also identify what may need to be done for improving operations.  A fundamental premise of this approach is that, in addition to making future investments in essential ITS technology infrastructure, the region may also need to be better organized and funded to support to critical operations.  



Why develop a SM&O Plan?
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Targeting regional funding 
resources toward high-priority 
investments identified in the SMO 
Plan, allocate resources in a 
systematic way toward system 
reliability, efficiency, and safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Plan provides momentum to the last two decades of this regions significant accomplishments in managing and operating traffic with nearly $200m from strategic investments in ITS infrastructure on freeways and on arterials.  On freeways: The ADOT Freeway Mgmt System, full coverage of 270 miles an important backbone for all local agencies.  Because the FMS will be completed in 2019.  In addition, funding for ITS infrastructure on arterials has been fully programmed through 2019.  Funding in the current Regional Transportation Plan will sunset in 2024, thus creating a funding cliff. One of the main factors of initiating the development of this plan was to develop a strategy to address the funding cliff and keep up momentum from the past 20 years. It was necessary to initate development of the SM&O to identify priority corridors, asses infrastructure and operational needs and gaps



SM&O Focus on Operations

By 2030: 24,500 miles of roadway 
35% growth from 2017 

By 2050: 7.7 million population
current 4.55 million 
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Agencies in the MAG 
region recognize that 
continuing to focus on 
building and expanding 
roads is not a 
sustainable solution, 
and will not meet the 
transportation system 
needs of the MAG 
region as it grows.



Integrated Corridor Management
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PRIORITY INVESTMENT AREA #1:
 Key component of the SMO Vision 
 Important operational objective 
 Freeways & adjacent arterials

BASE ICM CORRIDOR REQUIREMENTS

 Infrastructure, process and plans
 Staffing resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Priority Investment area #1: Integrated Corridor Management ICM is a key component of the SMO Vision and has been an important operational objective for MAG and its partner agencies for more than a decade. Establishing ICM as a priority category means that freeways and their adjacent supporting arterials need to be equipped with the capability to operate as well coordinated corridorsThese requirements include infrastructure, having processes and plans in place, and providing the staffing resources that allow the arterials to be managed at a high level of efficiency and safety when ICM strategies are activated. 



Priority Arterial Corridors
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PRIORITY INVESTMENT AREA #2:
Level 1 Requirements

 Real-time visual monitoring

 Detection – operations & data collection

 Retiming of signals – Every 5 years

Level 2 Requirements

 Expand monitoring

 Provide arterial travel times & traveler info

 Emergency Vehicle Preemption

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regional Priority Arterials – These are the key corridors that are among the most traveled in the region, are the critical routes for transit and freight, and they connect travelers to freeways and destinations. These corridors were identified as regionally-significant based on a data-driven assessment using safety, reliability, and vehicle-miles-traveled as criteria. minimum required standard is recommended for operational capabilities that includes infrastructure and processes for basic operations and management, known as Level 1 arterial requirements. The Level 1 requirements for all regional priority arterials include: Real-time visual monitoring capabilities at all major-major intersectionsDetection at all signalized intersections that supports (a) signal operations and (b) the collection and archiving of traffic data, including turning movement countsReliable communications between the local agency TMC and all intersections to facilitate remote operation and monitoring of corridor operationsRetiming of signals along the corridor every five yearsSome of the regional priority arterials have already reached this minimum condition. To achieve the SMO Vision, some regional priority arterials need �to operate at a more advanced level than the Level 1�requirements, and should eventually address Level 2 arterial requirements to:Expand real-time visual monitoring capabilities to provide complete coverage of the facilityProvide arterial travel times and real-time condition information to travelersEquip all intersections on priority corridors with emergency vehicle preemption capability 



Other Priority Investment Areas
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#3 LOCAL PRIORITY CORRIDORS
 Local priorities for available funding

 TAG recommended for identified investments

#4 REGIONAL OPERATIONS
 Programmatic support of operations vs. 

infrastructure

 Continues current operations investments

 New strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The TAG strongly supported the concept of the SMO Plan having provisions to allocate funds to local priority projects. Many MAG member agencies have relied on MAG TIP funds to implement traffic control and management systems, operations centers, enhanced signal operations, traveler information systems, and equipment to support planned special events. The TAG recommended that a category be designated for local agencies to submit ITS and SMO project applications for TIP consideration through a competitive call for projects.This priority category addresses the need to support traffic operations at the regional level. Strategies recommended in the ‘Regional Operations’ category consist of programs, rather than specific infrastructure, that are needed to support the level of system operations and management identified in the SMO Vision. Because of the anticipated region-wide impacts of these strategies, they will be most successful if implemented and managed at the regional level. Funding for these regional operations strategies are recommended to be one or more specific line-items in the MAG TIP.  Some of the recommended strategies to support operations are already funded by MAG and are in place in the region; for these, it is recommended that such programs get renewed and expanded/upgraded. These include:TSOP/Signal Timing Program, currently coordinated by MAGRegional arterial incident response and management program, currently coordinated by Maricopa County Department of Transportation (DOT) and used on County facilities and in a few participating local agencies in Maricopa CountyFreeway Service Patrol program, currently coordinated by AZDPS with oversight from ADOT and MAGAdvancing the current regional data archive and management system and data management program, currently coordinated by Maricopa County DOTRegional transportation system performance measurement and reporting program, currently coordinated and reported by MAG



Performance Measurement
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Investment Category Performance Measure Relevant Performance Metrics 

Integrated Corridor 
Management 

Incident Management Freeway clearance time 
Annual number of secondary crashes 

Travel Time Reliability 
95% planning time index 
Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR) Index 
Vehicle miles traveled (VMT)/year 

Corridor Throughput Person throughput/year 
Transit route on-time performance 

Safety Total fatal and injury crashes/year 
Annual crash rate 

Regional Priority 
Arterials 

Travel Time Reliability 95% planning time index 

Corridor Throughput Vehicle miles traveled (VMT)/year 
Person throughput 

Safety Total fatal and injury crashes/year 
Annual crash rate 

Transit Mobility Transit route on-time performance 
Transit ridership  

Regional Operations 
Priorities 

After-hours TMC Operations Frequency of response to after-hours traffic incidents 
Freeway Service Patrol Number of assists per year 
Traveler Information and 
Alerts 

Travel time coverage (miles) 
Regional mobile application subscribers 

• Metrics allow MAG to 
measure SMO program 
impacts  Proposition 
400 extension

• Several reported on by 
SMO partners; Valley 
Metro & AZDPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To measure how the SMO Plan is addressing the SMO Vision, a set of performance measures have been identified in the SMO Plan, shown at the right. The performance measures are organized around the investment categories and identify metrics that will allow MAG to measure SMO program impacts.You will note that the SMO Plan does not make recommendations for performance measures for local priority arterials, as the project scopes and locations are fully defined by local agencies and are not necessarily influenced by this SMO Plan.  However, some of the regional data sets and performance measures recommended for Regional Priority Arterials may also be applicable to local priority arterials and could be utilized accordingly by local agencies.Several performance measures will be reported on by SMO partners. For example, Valley Metro tracks several transit performance measures, and this information can be used by MAG to inform SMO performance goals and measures. The AZDPS tracks various TIM-related performance metrics, and can support SMO reporting with some of the existing metric tracking.



Implementation 

Phase 1 Funding Plan: 
2020 through 2024
 Projects programmed in the 

MAG Transportation 
Improvement Program (TIP)

 Projects to be included in 
the MAG work program for 
2020
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Project Types
2020-2022 

Cycle Annual Funds
ICM Strategies $9.2M $3.06M
These projects will likely include detection, 
communication, CCTV on ICM corridors, data on ICM 
corridors
Priority Arterials $9.6M $3.3M
These projects will focus on identified priority corridors -
fill in gaps, integration, communications, signal timing, 
visual monitoring at all major-major intersections, data 
collection.
Upgrade Arterial 
Equipment $10.2M $3.4M
These projects address lifecycle equipment upgrade 
needs on existing infrastructure - signals, detection, 
cameras, communications, integration. Priority should be 
given to ICM and priority arterials.
Local Priorities $9M $3.0M
These funds are to support local priorities identified by 
agencies. Could include plans, non-priority corridors, 
TMC/ATMS enhancements, etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lisa will cover the implementation timeline; however I do want to note that we are already in implementation mode.  Several of the strategies will need to be programming in the 5 year MAG Transportation Improvement Program in all priority investment areas.  In addition, other strategies will be administered through the MAG on-call consultant contracts funded through the MAG work program.The list of potential projects for 2020-2022 in each priority are listed to the right.One major effort we are in the process of completing is coming up with a way to program these projects, eligible project types, evaluation criteria and an application process for the various SMP partners to submit requests for funding.  Projects for 2020 will need federal aid authorization in June of 2019.  Therefore we are on track to complete the funding programming process and anticipate a call for SMO projects in February of 2019.The MAG work program projects include Signal Timing projects on priority arterials, Integrated Corridor Management plans, performance measurement activities, as well as the Regional CAV implementation guide.  We have already begun discussions with the MAG ITS Committee to   



Project Management and Technical Oversight

Best Practices in Urban Transportation Systems Management & Operations

Current & Planned ITS Infrastructure

Long Term Vision and Concept of Systems Management  and Operations

Regional Priorities for SM&O Investments

Initial SM&O Implementation Plan

Data Collection, Performance Measurement and Reporting Processes

Project Overview/Key Tasks



 Challenge: 
 Consensus on what constitutes a ‘priority corridor’

 Process:
 Establishing criteria and weighting to evaluate corridors

 Data-driven and repeatable in future years

 Result:
 Traffic Flow (VMT/mile), Safety/Congestion, Travel Time Reliability

 All had equal weighting in the evaluation

 Additional considerations: High capacity transit routes, freight corridors
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Process to Establish Priority Regional 
Arterials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Establishing consensus on what constituted a priority took much more time than originally anticipated. This is a challenging task with a large group and a complex urban area like the MAG region. Team looked at some different approaches for establishing priorities. Ultimately we wanted this aspect of SMO to be data-driven and repeatable in the future with updated data points. Team also looked at how different weightings might influence priorities.Ultimately, the weightings didn’t drastically change the order of the priorities. There were a few shifts based on the weighting assigned to a criteria (i.e., a corridor that was number 28 might have moved to 24), but there were not a lot of major shifts as a result of applying different weightings. Lesson Learned: Corridors that are the most challenging will usually emerge as a priority regardless of the weighting applied. We also wanted to find a way to link priorities to key transit and freight corridors. Almost all roads in the metropolitan area have some type of transit route or service, so this wasn’t viewed as much of a differentiator. Ultimately we ended up looking at high use transit routes, since these tended to have the most person throughput per corridor. The recently completed freight framework also identified a limited number of key freight routes that could also be used as a differentiator. These did not receive any scoring or weighting, but they did help 



Lessons Learned from the Prioritization Task

 Data outputs don’t always tell the full story
 Corridors can be operationally challenging, even if the ‘data’ says otherwise

 Segments need to be manageable to capture operational challenges
 Too long – issues get diluted 

 Too short – analysis becomes arduous

 Start and end points needed to cross freeways and major intersections – these 
usually provide some important land use considerations

 Segments should be aggregated to arrive at meaningful corridors
 Gaps in segments don’t indicate a lack of operations priority

 Projects will be ultimately be implemented on corridors, not segments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We went through a few reviews on the data outputs – in some cases agencies were concerned and a little surprised that some of their most problematic corridors (from an operations standpoint) were not showing higher on the list.  The data analysis is just one tool to help establish priorities – and ultimately SMO factored in real-world experience and insights from partner agencies.The team initially was looking at some fairly large corridor segments, and our first pass had these segments starting and ending either at major intersections or freeways. These proved to be some challenging boundaries. There are often important land uses at intersections that generate traffic, delay or safety concerns, and ‘stopping’ analysis at one of these boundaries lost some of the impact. When we shifted the start and end points of the segments, we saw some very different outputs.We also shortened the segments so that most of them were between 2.5 miles up to about 6 miles, with most of them being around 4 or 5 miles each. Segments that were too long tended to dilute issues. Our analysis captured and ranked over 530 segments to arrive at an overall priority list, as well as the ‘Top 100’ priority corridors. 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe how we closed gaps from the Top 100 segments – ultimately projects will be developed focused on corridorsSeveral of these corridors cross multiple jurisdictions – intent is that arterial management agencies will collaborate on corridor SMO projects.Many of these corridors already have some level of instrumentation – few, if any, are starting from scratch. 



SMO Strategy Implementation

• Phase 1: 2020 – 2024 (timeframe reaching the sunset of Proposition 400)
• Phase 2: 2025 – 2030 (timeframe for post-Proposition 400 and potential 

Proposition 400 extension)
• Post 2030 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fix this graphic for final presentationOriginally we were looking at 3 implementation phases between now and 2030. A more logical phasing for implementation was developed that aligned with Prop 400 ending in 2025. This proved to be a really good path forward given the MAG funding processes and end of the current RTP. Projects and costs could be better defined for the timeframe up through the end of Prop 400. Implementation recommendations were made for the later phase, but the intent was that a more refined implementation plan could be developed once there was more certainty about future funding options. Through a strong partnership with ADOT, and coordination with the MAG TIP Programming staff, Phase 1 is funded with existing regional dollars and funding sources. 



Staffing and Workforce Needs for SMO

 Gap: 
 Limited RECENT guidance on recommended staffing levels for operations

 Maintenance staff guidelines from ITE are a good start

 Limited guidance on technical positions to support TSMO – networking, data 
analysis, ICM requirements

 How We Addressed:
 Applying standard formulas resulted in significant staff shortages for ops and 

maintenance functions across the board

 Recommended concept for after-hours ICM pilot to determine local staffing 
needs for post-business hour operations

 Regional contract for fiber maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We actually spent quite a bit of time on this particular subtask. Most agencies acknowledge that staffing has not kept up with deployment, and will likely continue to lag behind deployment. Agencies are being asked to do more with fewer staff, and it is getting more challenging for agencies to justify additional staff positions. Available guidance on recommended staffing levels is not very recent, and doesn’t account for some of the advanced corridor operations strategies that agencies are doing today, and that MAG member agencies envision expanding upon through the SMO implementation. Our assessment showed significant gaps for both operations and maintenance staff. Interesting fact – the biggest gap shown was actually for TODAY. While agencies wanted to be able to share this information, privately with their own leadership, we opted to not include it as a part of the final report or summary. There was actually a risk of jeopardizing support for the plan if we focused too much on the need for more staff as a priority recommendation. We acknowledge that additional staff are needed today, not just as a result of implementing the SMO recommendations.  There will be some additional discussions on this topic going forward. A pilot for after-hours local agency support for ICM operations will be implemented on I-10. This will give a snapshot of some of the agency operations support requirements that may be needed to enable an enhanced level of operations. Furthermore, MAG will be establishing a regional contract that local agencies can use to supplement their existing staff for fiber maintenance. This contract will provide a specialized technical resource that can support many agencies, rather than individual agencies needing to hire their own or have the right repair equipment. 



Questions?
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